We can test a theory of "X" by checking if that theory can reproduce known behaviour of "X". In the general case, this check for time-based simulations is only practical for short simulation runs. We show that given certain reasonable language restrictions, then the complexity of this check reduces to the granularity of the measurements. That is, provided a very long simulation run is only measured infrequently, then this check is feasible.
I. INTRODUCTION
We need thorough methods for testing our knowledge bases (KBs). Modern knowledge acquisition (KA) theorists view KB construction as the construction of inaccurate surrogates models of reality [1, 2] . Agnew, Ford & Hayes [3] comment that "expert-knowledge is comprised of context-dependent, personally constructed, highly functional but fallible abstractions". Practioners confirm just how inaccurate KBs can be. Silverman [4] cautions that systematic biases in expert preferences may result in incorrect/incomplete knowledge bases. Compton [5] reports expert systems in which there was always one further important addition, one more significant and essential change. Working systems can contain multiple undetected errors. Preece & Shing- hal [6] document five fielded expert systems that contain numerous logical anomalies. Myers [7] reports that 51 experienced programmers could only ever find 5 of the 15 errors in a simple 63 line program, even given unlimited time and access to the source code and the executable.
Potentially inaccurate and evolving theories must be validated, lest they generate inappropriate output for certain circumstances. Testing can only demonstrate the presence of bugs (never their absence) and so must be repeated whenever new data is available or a program has changed. That is, validation is an essential, on-going process through-out the lifetime of a knowledge base. This view motivated Feldman & Compton [8] , then Menzies & Compton [9] , applicable.
Formally, QMOD/HT4 is abduction and abduction is known to be NP-hard [10]; i.e. theoretically the system is impractical since its runtimes are very likely to be exponential on theory size (© )). Nevertheless, abductive validation has has been able to detect previously invisible and significant flaws in the theories published in the international neuroendocrinological literature [8, 9] . This naive renaming strategy incurs a severe computational cost; i.e. if a non-temporal theory has D variables and isË© F H G , then for B time points, its temporal equivalent isË© F P I Q R G ( III).
This paper presents a non-naive renaming strategy. This new strategy is based on the following simple intuition. Much of the search space shown in Figure 2 is the same structure, repeated over and over again. It seems at least possible that no path can be found through B T S U 2 copies that can't be found in B copies (since the space is essentially the same). If this were true, then we could reduce the search space of temporal abductive validation by not copying the structure at all.
We show below (in III) that this intuition is incorrect, unless we carefully restrict how vari- for time T= 100,000,000
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Theory: copied ables are linked in our theories. A linking policy is the method of connecting variables at B g to B 9 g i h p . We will show that is we apply the implicit symmetric edge linking policy (described be- Our approach requires a language that is more restrictive than that used in standard qualitative reasoning such as QSIM [12, 13] . Nevertheless, we argue that this restriction is both practical and desirable: VI is an experimental demonstration that these language restrictions still permit the simulation and validation of real-world theories. In our related work section ( VII), we will note that standard qualitative reasoning systems cannot guarantee a tractable simulation for all models represented in that system. By comparison, we can guarantee a tractable simulation for all theories written in our language, provided that a very long simulation run is only measured infrequently.
II. NON-TEMPORAL ABDUCTIVE VALIDATION
This section contains our standard description of non-temporal abductive validation.
A. Tutorial
Abduction is the search for assumptions A which, when combined with some theory T achieves some set of goals OUT without causing some contradiction [14] . That is: size). In the case of multiple worlds being generated, the best world(s) are those with maximum cover: the intersection of that world and the OUTputs.
For example, consider the task of checking that we can achieve certain OUTputs using some
INputs across the KB shown in Figure 4 . We denote x=up as xt and x=down as xu . In that
figure, x h $ h k y denotes that yt and yu can be explained by xt and xu respectively; and x l $ l k y denotes that yt and yu can be explained by xu and xt respectively. Edges in our theories are optional inferences. The utility of using an edge is assessed via its eventual contribution to world coverage.
In World #1 is generated from Figure 4 by combining P [2] , P [5] , and P [6] . World #1 assumes companyProfits ¡ and covers 100% of the known OUTputs. . World #2 is generated from Figure 4 by combining P [1] , P [2] , P [3] , and P [4] . World #2 assumes companyProfits¢ and covers 67% of the known OUTputs.
our example, ENV [1] [4] n (see Figure 5 and Figure 6 ).
HT4 defines cover to be size of the intersection of a world and the OUTput set. The cover of 1. Only some subset of known behaviour can be explained.
2. In the case where a theory is globally inconsistent, but contains useful portions. For example, observe in Figure 4 that the theory author's disagree on the connection from inflation to wagesRestraint.
Note that this inference procedure ignored certain possible inferences; e.g. Figure 5 . The new additional world containing currentAccountBalancet would subsequently be ignored since the new additional world with wagesRestraintt would be returned during the search for maximum cover.
B. Complexity
This section describes our algorithm for solving the core problem of HT4: finding the base controversial assumption set A.B. This algorithm will be shown to be theoretically NP-hard, that contradict other items in the proof; i.e. a proof's members must not intersect with its forbids
set. We can demonstrate informally and formally that the backwards sweep is a slow process: Informally: If the average size of a proof is z R w X z , then worse case backwards sweep is
To make matters worse, the backwards sweep cannot cull its search at a local propagation level. The utility of an edge may not be apparent till we have examined the search space accessed after using that edge. Formally: Bylander et. al. [10] show that that general abduction is NP-hard. For our particular implementation, we can repeat that prior result since we can show that satisfying invariant (v) is NP-hard. Clearly, we can find a theory to generate any directed graph.
Gabow et. al. [17] showed that finding a directed path across a directed graph that has at most one of a set of forbidden pairs is NP-hard. Our forbidden pairs are assignments of different values to the same variable; e.g. the pairs xt &xu and xu &xt are forbidden.
Fourthly, once A.b is known, then the proofs can be sorted into worlds via the worlds sweep. Fig. 8 . Average runtimes.
Menzies [11] reports exponential runtimes of HT4 in a mutation study. Hundreds of theories were artificially generated by adding random vertices and edges to the Smythe '89 theory of glucose regulation [18] . For this runtime study, the fanout of the theory was kept constant. 
III. TEMPORAL ABDUCTIVE VALIDATION
In at least two commonly used knowledge representations, the truth value of literals can change over the lifetime of the simulation:
1. Rule-bases that are processed via a standard match-select-act loop may assert and retract facts many times during its processing. 
For example, for a simulation of Figure 9 over 3 time intervals, we could execute HT4 over Figure 10 f . The disadvantage of this approach is that the graph size would increase with the number of copies. Given the complexity results of II-B, this is undesirable.
Note that the copies of Figure 10 repeat the structure of Figure 9 at each time interval in the simulation. Recall the introduction, a plausible intuition is that no explanation path can be found through B ¤ S 2 copies that can't be found in B copies since the space is essentially the same. If this were true, then we could reduce the search space of temporal abductive validation by not copying the structure at all. © Implementation note: internally, we could execute over one copy of the theory and use a stack variable to denote the current time. However, if we restrict our language appropriately, then some close to our above plausible intuition is true. While exploring examples like Figure 11 , we noted that if we restrict ourselves to only symmetric edges, then we could not find an example where proofs took longer than section, we will demonstrate that this "2 time intervals is enough" is a general result.
IV. PROOF
This section describes the main result of this paper; i. q -state proof.
A. Informal Proof For 2-State Devices
Consider a proof over theory using two state devices (say, up and down, denoted t and u respectively) and symmetric edges. This proof has a start (e.g. xt ) and a goal. If that goal can be reached without crossing anything that contradicts the goal (hereafter, the simplest case), then this proof can be achieved in one time interval. This case is the top path of Figure 15 . Now consider the case in which the goal (e.g. yu ) can only be reached via a conflicting value (e.g. yt , see the bottom path of Figure 15 ). The only case in which such a proof can terminate is when there is a path from the conflicting value to the goal value; e.g. yt to yu ). If such a path exists, then with IEDGE linking, there must be a time edge from the conflicting value to its neighbor; e.g. yt to a± where ± denotes some value assignment to a (either at or au ). This means that we can use the simplest case to get to the conflicting value in one time interval and then we can use the time edge to move on to the goal (see the dashed edge in Figure 15 ). Note that moving on to the goal (via a± to wu to yu ) will take no more than one more time interval since the only literal that could block the process (e.g. yt ) has already been used (this is proved formally below).
The only other interesting case is that this proof needs to cross other conflicting values (e.g.
wt and wu ). Using the simplest case, we can cross one of these conflicting values before the time edge via the base case, and the other one afterwards (see Figure 15) . Hence, these other conflicting values will not further delay the proof.
By symmetry, this example can be repeated for proofs from xu to yt or yu , and for proofs from y to x. Hence, if a proof exists, it must be found in at least two time intervals. 
B. Formal Proof
between the the states of ½ and the states of À (see Fig. 16 ). In this section, we consider only theories where all edges are symmetric.
Consider states Fig. 18 ). Since any prefix of Ä is either Ä itself or a prefix of Ä t Ó the lemma is proved.
Note that it is possible for ple. Figure 18 represents 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
The previous section discussed a general theoretical result relating to temporal abductive validation. This section describes a specific experimental result relating to studies on one model.
We motivate this section as follows:
In order to prove saturation, we have had to severely restrict our representation language. A reasonable objection to our approach is that these restrictions render our approach impractical. In this section, we show that this is not necessarily true that our approach is excessively restrictive since, at least in the example offered below, a practical system was developed. The experiment described below is a general framework for comparing the testability of different qualitative representations. 
A. Experimental Design
In order to assess the practical merits of a linking policy, we need to step back and make a statement about the context in which such a policy would be used. Menzies & Goss [22] describe the gray-box modeling problem in which operators need to guess the inner workings of a blackbox simulator using only minimal knowledge of that simulators input-output. The operator records their guess in an approximate gray-box notation such as Figure 4 . For our purposes, we say that a linking policy is adequate if it supports gray-box modeling. In particular, we say that a linking policy should be permissive enough to permit the generation of proofs for known correct behaviour and restrictive enough to block proofs of known incorrect behaviour. Further, we need to be able to quickly recognise if an operator's guesses move towards the correct theory. [37] , the fish density fdens was increased and the fish catch fcatch was always seen to decrease at all time steps, then change [37] .in is m fdens=upn and change [37] .out is m fcatch(t=1)=down, fcatch(t=2)=do fcatch(t=3)=down, fcatch(t=4)=down, fcatch(t=5)=downn .
(3) Model mutation: This process must be repeated for a large number of representative theories from a domain. As these are hard to find in practice, we generate them using a variant of the mutation strategy used by Menzies ( Figure 8 ). In this new mutator, a random sample of X statements in the qualitative form of the known representative model are corrupted. Given a model with E edges, then as we vary X from 0 to E, we are moving from a good model to a poor model; i.e. the x-axis of Figure 20 . We corrupted the model by flipping the annotation on an edge (e.g. ++ to --or visa versa). The corruption-model-mutator picks its edges to corrupt at random, and we repeat the corruption a statistically significant number of times (20 repeats). as follows: if IEDGE was being used, then copies were connected as in Figure 10 ; else, if INODE was being used, then copies were connected as in Figure 19 ; else if XNODE was being used, then copies were connected as in Figure 22 . For the XNODE policy, the variables shown in italics in Figure 21 were used as the explicit time nodes. Change inputs were mapped into copy[0]. Change outputs were mapped into some copy[1.
.5]. The success of each run was assessed using the generated data, by recording the % of the explicable outputs i.e.
those outputs that the model could connect back to inputs. Returning to Figure 20 , everything=100% explicable and nothing=0% explicable.
Proofs for PUTputs at time B r must be consistent with proofs from B r ¡ 2 A 5 ì 5ð . Hence, all the proofs must be built together (see run qualitative model in Figure 23 ). For this study, we only collected % explicable figures for OUTputs at time B ã r û . Figure 24 shows the results of applying the test engine to the fisheries model. All policies could explanations for at least 20% of data, even for very poor theories. We attribute these demonstrate saturation for XNODE linking, then a simulation of (e.g.) 2 w v x time ticks, the XNODE validater must search through a space equal in size to 2 w v x copies of the theory. Hence, we can only recommend XNODE for short simulations such as the five time steps simulated in Figure 24 . Elsewhere [9, 26] we have extensively discussed the connection of this work to standard qualitative reasoning (QR); non-monotonic reasoning such as default logic and assumption-based truth maintenance systems (ATMS); and ATMS-based verification and validation tools from the V&V community. We include some summary notes below.
B. Results
Default logic: An HT4 world is not an extension of a default logic theory [27] . Extensions are close under deduction; i.e. contains the attainable envisionments.
ATMS: As mentioned above, we generate different envisionments to the ATMS ( II-A). Further, while the ATMS computes its environments incrementally, HT4 is a batch process.
V&V: To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first detailed analysis of the computational complexity of validating theories used for time-based simulations. The validation of the runtime dynamic properties of rules has been studied by Preece et. al. [28] . Detailed complexity results for the verification of rule-based systems have been reported by Levy & Rousset [29] . Other ATMS-style validation approaches are all for non-temporal theories [30, 31] . None of these studies explore loops within the dependency graph of a rule based. Such loops would require a temporal analysis. [33] , and non-linear QR [34] .
Our approach is similar to standard QR since it is based on well-approximated low-order linear equations. However, it has certain key differences. For example, our symmetric edges are different to the $ S and $ of QSIM. The QSIM connections allow for the automatic inference of landmark states where the sign of a variable's rate of changes from positive to negative (or visa versa). We do not permit the auto-deduction of such states: all our states must be encoded manually. Also, our language is optimizes for tractability, not expressability. Hence, we can't encode the higher-order constraints often discussed in the QSIM literature. In our defense, we note that often the QSIM literature uses those constraints to tame intractable chatter. We have no need to tame intractability since that comes for free with our language choice.
Another major difference to the standard QR literature is that we have sought a minimal graphtheoretic framework for our representation. As a result, the internal data structures of our approach are very uniform. This uniformity enables the kind of complexity analysis described above. Also, our approach can be viewed as a multiple-world qualitative version of time averaging [35] . Time averaging studies the long-term properties of a model under feedback. Such long-term reasoning is possible only for certain structures within a system of equations. Our technique, on the other hand, can discuss the long-term properties of all constructs in our language. To achieve this, we have had to adopt a more restrictive than that used in (e.g.) QSIM.
Despite these restriction, we have shown in VI it is still expressive enough to model and validate DRAFT November 19, 2000 real-world QR theories such as Figure 21 .
A fundamental property of qualitative systems is their indeterminacy. For example, recall that the qualitative model of Figure 4 could not tell if companyProfits was to go up or down. In standard QR, one world is branched for each possibility: companyProfitst , companyProfitsu and companyProfits remaining steady. When extended over several levels in a network, this can lead to an intractable branching of behaviour. Meta-knowledge can be used to tame some of this indeterminacy. For example, the Waltz filtering of the QSIM [12] system ruled-out a transition of the first derivative of a variable from increasing to decreasing without first going through a zero state. In practice, however, many possible behaviours will still be generated [36] and must be somehow handled by the program calling the qualitative simulator. Clancy and Kuipers observe that. . .
Intractable branching due to irrelevant distinctions is one of the major factors hindering the application of qualitative reasoning techniques to large real-world problems [37] .
As of the time of this writing, the current best-proposal for taming intractable branching from the QSIM community is the DECSIM simulator in which the user divides the theory into several partitions [37] . ).
Our approach requires that (i) non-temporal abduction of some theory is tractable; and (ii) when the non-temporal abductive validation problem is converted to a temporal abductive validation problem, then it is linked using symmetric IEDGE edges. The resulting that is more restrictive than that used in standard qualitative reasoning such as QSIM. Despite these restriction, we have shown in VI it is still expressive enough to model and validate real-world QR theories such as the fisheries model. Further, we can make a clear statement about the tractability of validating all theories written in our restrictive language where as other QR systems (e.g. DECSIM) cannot.
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